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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an apparatus and method for summarizing machine-readable documents
written in a natural language, etc. In particular, it is intended to support a user to read a long document on a computer
display, such as a manual, report, book, etc., by generating a summary which can be accommodated in approximately
one screen and provides a user with the essence of the document content.
[0002] For a prime text summarization technology which is currently actually used, there is a technology of generating
a summary by detecting and extracting a key sentence in a document. This technology is further classified into several
methods according to a clue used to evaluate the importance of a sentence. For the typical methods, there are the
following two methods.

(1) A method utilizing the appearance frequency and distribution of words in a document as clues; and
(2) A method utilizing the coherence relation between sentences and the appearance position of a sentence as clues.

[0003] The first method, first determines the importance of words (phrases) in a document and evaluates the importance
of the sentence according to the number of important words contained in the sentence. Then, the method selects key
sentences based on the evaluation result and generates a summary.
[0004] As methods for determining the importance of a word in a document, there are several well-known methods
as follows: a method of utilizing the appearance frequency (number of times of use) of the word in a document without
modification, a method of weighing the appearance frequency of the word with a difference between the appearance
frequency of the word and the appearance frequency of the word in a more general document collection, etc., and a
method of weighing the appearance frequency of the word with the appearance position of the word, for example,
weighing a word which appears in a heading to be important, etc.
[0005] The text summarization method of this kind, for example, includes the following method.
[0006] Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 6-259424 published 16 September 1994 "Document Display Ap-
paratus and Digest
[0007] Generation Apparatus and Digital Copying Apparatus" and a piece of literature by the inventor of the invention
(Masayuki Kameda, "Extraction of Major Keywords and Key Sentences by Pseudo-Keyword Correlation Method", in the
Proceedings of the Second Annual Meeting of the Association for Natural Language Processing, pp. 97-100, March
1996) generates a summary by extracting parts including many words which appear in a heading as important parts
deeply related to the heading.
[0008] Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 7-36896 published 7 February 1995 "Method and Apparatus for
Generating Digest" extracts major expressions (word, etc.) as seed from a document based on the complexity of an
expression (length of a word, etc.) and generates a summary by extracting sentences including more of the major
expression seed.
[0009] Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 8-297677 published 12 November 1996 "Method of Automatically
Generating Digest of Topics" detects "topical terms" based on the appearance frequency of words in a document and
generates a summary by extracting sentences containing many major "topical terms".
[0010] The second method judges the (relative) importance of sentences based on the coherence relation between
sentences, such as sequence,
contrast, exemplification, etc., or the position of sentences in a document, etc., and selects important sentences.
[0011] This method is introduced in pieces of literature, such as Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 6-12447
published 21 January 1994 "Digest Generation Apparatus", Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 7-182373 pub-
lished 21 July 1995 "Document Information Search Apparatus and Document Search Result Display Method" and a
piece of literature by the inventors of these inventions (Kazuo Sumita, Tetsuro Chino, Kenji Ono and Seiji Miike, "Automatic
Abstract Generation based on Document Structure Analysis and Its Evaluation as a Document Retrieval Presentation
Function", in the Journal of the Institute of Electronics Information and Communication Engineering, Vol. J78-D-II, No.
3, pp. 511-519, March 1995), and a piece of literature by another author (Kazuhide Yamamoto, Shigeru Masuyama and
Shozo Naito, "GREEN: An Experimental System Generating Summary of Japanese Editorials by Combining Multiple
Discourse Characteristics" in the IPSJ SIG Notes, Information Processing Society of Japan, NL-99-3, January 1994), etc.
[0012] These text summarization technologies are effective for a single-topic text, such as a newspaper article, editorial,
thesis, etc., but it is difficult to generate a summary of a long text which comprises several parts of different topics.
[0013] According to the first method, it is difficult to determine the importance of words in such a multi-topic text because
important words should differ for each topic.
[0014] According to the second method, coherence relation between sentences, which is expressed by a conjunction,
etc., is local. Therefore, it is difficult to judge the relative importance among large textual units, such as those beyond a
section, because they are usually constructed only with weak and vague relations or arranged almost at random from
the view point of coherence relations.
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[0015] Under these circumstances, a technology for generating a summary in combination with a technology for
detecting topic passages in a document has been developed to solve this problem.
[0016] For example, a piece of literature by the inventor of the present invention (Yoshio Nakao, "Digest Generation
based on Automatic Detection of Semantic Hierarchic of a Text", in the Proceedings of a Workshop held alongside the
Fourth Annual Meeting of the Association for Natural Language Processing, pp. 72-79, March 1998) and a prior Japanese
Patent Application No. 10-072724 - Publication No 11-272699 - "Digest Generation Apparatus and Method thereof"
(corresponding U.S. Application No. 09/176,197 Publication No 2002-0184267) discloses a technology for detecting the
hierarchical structure of topics in a document and extracting sentences containing many words characteristic of each topic.
[0017] The above mentioned Japanese Patent Application No 10-072724 is considered to be the closest prior art to
the present invention, of which the applicant is aware. The art is the same with the present invention as far as that a
hierarchical structure of topics is detected by the unit corresponding to structure detection means (1, 25) of the present
invention, and a topic of an appropriate grading (size) to be the summarization target is selected. However, the summary
generation processes for the selected topic in the prior document are different.
[0018] That is, in the art of the prior application, the summary is generated by extracting sentences, containing many
words characteristic of the topic selected as the summarization target, from the entire passage (a continuous part in a
document) describing the topic. Therefore, especially when making a short summary of a large topic, it tends to extract
a small number of unrelated sentences. As a result, there has been the problem of outputting a summary difficult for a
reader to understand.
[0019] Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 11-45278 "Document Processing Apparatus, Storage Medium
recording Document Process Program and Document Process Method" discloses an idea of dividing an entire document
into several sub-documents, detecting the break of a topic flow by checking the lexical similarities between the sub-
documents and generating a summary for each topic.
[0020] Although this literature only briefly discloses the detection method of the change of topics at an abstract level,
it is considered to be a variant of the prior art, such as a piece of literature by Salton et al.(Gerard Salton, Amit Singhal,
Chris Buckley and Mandar Mitra, "Automatic Text Decomposition using Text Segments and Text Themes, in Proc. of
Hypertext ’96, pp. 53-65, the Association for Computing Machinery, March 1996).
[0021] Although it does not aim to generate a summary of a long document, Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
No. 2-254566 published 15 October 1990 also present a text summarization method based on topic passage detection.
It detects semantic paragraphs by connecting a series of structural paragraphs (paragraphs structurally distinguished
by an indentation, etc) based on their content relevance, and generates a summary using keywords with a high appear-
ance frequency extracted both from the entire text and from each semantic paragraph.
[0022] However, there is a problem relates to textual coherence of a summary. To make a very short summary of less
than 1% of a source text, only a small number of sentences can be extracted among many important sentences. Therefore,
a summary generated simply by extracting important sentences may become merely a collection of unrelated sentences.
Furthermore, an important point with originality should be new information and needs some introductions for a reader
to understand.
[0023] At this point, some appropriate mechanisms are required for improving textual coherence of a summary and
for making a summary understandable in addition to the conventional text summarization technology described above.
[0024] In addition, there is another problem relates to readability of a summary. A summary of a long text naturally
becomes long. For example, a summary of a book of one hundred pages will be one page even in a high compression
rate of 1%. A one-page summary is much shorter than such a long source text, but is too long for a user to read easily
without some breaks indicating turns of topics or discussions. Even for a entire expository text, a piece of literature by
Yaari (Yaakov Yaari, "Texplore-exploring expository texts via hierarchical", in Proceedings of the Workshop on Content
Visualization and Intermedia Representations (CVIR ’98), Association for Computational Linguistics, August 1998) pro-
posed a method for visualizing a hierarchical structure of topics with generated headers to assist a reader in exploring
content of an expository text, it is strongly required for a summary to help a user to understand quickly.
[0025] At this point, the Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 6-12447, described above, also discloses a
technology for generating a summary for each chapter or section which is detected using a rendering features of a logical
document element, such as a section header tends to comprise a decimal number followed by capitalized words. However,
such a method that detects a large textual unit based on rendering features is not expected to have wide coverage. In
other words, since rendering features of logical elements vary according to document types, there is a problem that
heuristic rules for detection must be prepared according to every document type. Moreover, the logical structure of a
text does not always correspond to its topic structure, especially in such a case that a section comprises an overview
clause followed by the other ones that can be divided into several groups by the subtopics they discuss.
[0026] To avoid these problems, the present invention using a method to detect the hierarchical topic structure of a
source text not by rendering features but by linguistic features a text has in general, and provide a mechanism to improve
the readability of a summary based on the hierarchical topic structure of a source text.
[0027] Embodiments of the present invention aim to provide a text summarization apparatus for generating a summary
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easy to understand from a long document and presenting a long summary in a manner that is easy to read and a method
thereof.
[0028] The invention is defined in the independent claims, to which reference should now be made. Further advanta-
geous features are detailed in the dependent claims.
[0029] In a first aspect of the present invention, the text summarization apparatus comprises a structure detection
device, a leading sentence extraction device and a summary composition device. The structure detection device detects
the hierarchical structure of topics in a given document. The leading sentence extraction device detects an introductory
part of each topic and extracts one or more sentences directly indicating a topic content from the detected introductory
part in a concentrated manner. The summary composition device groups the extracted sentences for each topic and
generates a summary.
[0030] In another aspect of the present invention, the text summarization apparatus comprises a leading sentence
extraction device and a summary composition device. The leading sentence extraction device detects the introductory
part of each topic in a given document and extracts one or more sentences from the introductory part in a concentrated
manner. The summary generation device generates a summary using the extracted sentences.
[0031] For a better understanding of the invention embodiments of it will now be described, by way of example, with
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows the basic elements of the text summarizer of the present invention.
Fig. 2 shows the basic configuration of the text summarizer.
Fig. 3 shows the configuration of an information processor.
Fig. 4 shows a variety of storage media.
Fig. 5 shows an example of the headings in the first input document (No. 1).
Fig. 6 shows an example of the headings in the first input document (No. 2).
Fig. 7 shows an example of headings in the first input document (No. 3).
Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing a tokenization process.
Fig. 9 shows the first input document.
Fig. 10 shows the first tokenization result.
Fig. 11 is a flowchart showing a morphological analysis process.
Fig. 12 shows an example of a dictionary consultation in the case of Japanese-language lookup.
Fig. 13 shows an example of a dictionary consultation in the case of English-language lookup.
Fig. 14 is a flowchart showing a topic structure detection process.
Fig. 15 shows a series of cohesion degrees.
Fig. 16 shows a cohesion distribution.
Fig. 17 shows a relationship between a moving average and a document area.
Fig. 18 is a flowchart showing a topic boundary detection process.
Fig. 19 shows a cohesion force distribution.
Fig. 20 is a flowchart showing a topic boundary candidate section unification process.
Fig. 21 shows data to be unified.
Fig. 22 shows the first detection result of a topic structure.
Fig. 23 is a flowchart showing a leading sentence detection process (No. 1).
Fig. 24 is a flowchart showing a leading sentence detection process (No. 2).
Fig. 25 shows the first detection example of a boundary sentence and a topic introductory sentence.
Fig. 26 is a flowchart showing a leading sentence extraction process.
Fig. 27 is a flowchart showing a central cohesion calculation process.
Fig. 28 is a flowchart showing a summary composition process.
Fig. 29 shows the first summarization result (No. 1).
Fig. 30 shows the first summarization result (No. 2).
Fig. 31 shows the first summarization result (No. 3).
Fig. 32 shows the second summarization result.
Fig. 33 shows the first improvement example of the second summarization result.
Fig. 34 is a flowchart showing a leading sentence output process.
Fig. 35 shows the second improvement example of the second summarization result.
Fig. 36 shows headings in the second input document.
Fig. 37 shows the second input document.
Fig. 38 shows the second tokenization result.
Fig. 39 shows stop words.
Fig. 40 shows the second detection result of a topic structure.
Fig. 41 shows the second detection example of a boundary sentence and a topic introductory sentence.
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Fig. 42 shows the third summarization result.

[0032] The preferred embodiments of the present invention are described in detail below with reference to the drawings.
[0033] Fig. 1 shows the basic elements of the text summarizer of the present invention. The text summarizer shown
in Fig. 1 comprises a structure detection device 1, a leading sentence extraction device 2 and a summary composition
device 3.
[0034] The structure detection device 1 detects the hierarchical structure of topics in a given document. The leading
sentence extraction device 2 detects an introductory part of each topic and extracts one or more sentences directly
indicating a topic content from the detected introductory part as leading sentences in a concentrated manner. The
summary composition device 3 groups the extracted leading sentences for each topic and generates a summary.
[0035] The structure detection device 1, for example, sets up window widths of several sizes ranging from 1/4 to 1/10
of an entire document to a paragraph, and measures a cohesion degree indicating the strength of lexical cohesion in
each window width. Thus, both global cohesion mainly due to words repeated at long intervals, and local cohesion due
to words repeated at short intervals, can be obtained, and thereby the hierarchical structure of topics covering a large
topic passage and a small topic passage can be detected.
[0036] Here, the hierarchical structure of topics means a hierarchical structure with two or more layers of a plurality
of topic passages composing a document. This hierarchical structure, for example, corresponds to the inclusion relation
between topics in which each of a plurality of long passages composing a document contains one or more short topic
passages and each of the short topic passages further contains one or more shorter topic passages.
[0037] The leading sentence extraction device 2 selects a topic of an appropriate grading (size) using the hierarchical
structure of topics and extracts leading sentences from the introductory part of each topic. As the introductory part of a
topic, for example, a prescribed area in the vicinity of the start position of the topic is designated, and leading sentences
are extracted from the area in a concentrated manner (locally).
[0038] For example, to make summary of a major topic, the leading sentence extraction device 2 extracts leading
sentences not only from the introductory part of the major topic but also from the introductory part of a minor topic located
at almost the same start position as that of the major topic. The leading sentence extraction device 2 also extracts a
leading sentence from the introductory part of a minor topic included in a major topic if there is room in an extraction
amount. Since leading sentences are extracted from a fairly narrow range in a concentrated manner, the possibility that
a summary may become a collection of unrelated sentences decreases.
[0039] Alternatively, the leading sentence extraction device 2 adjusts the topic boundaries detected by the structure
detection device 1, and extracts a sentence at the boundary for each topic of an appropriate grading. First, it extracts
several candidate sentences in the vicinity of each topic boundary, then identifies a boundary sentence which probably
corresponds to a turning point of a topic, from the candidate sentences based on two kinds of relevance scores concerning
a sentence: a forward relevance, indicating the sentence relevance to the topic passage just after the sentence, and a
backward relevance, indicating the sentence relevance to the topic passage just before the sentence.
[0040] For example, it calculates the difference between the forward and backward relevance as a relative forward
relevance for each sentence in the vicinity of a topic boundary in the appearance order, and extracts a sentence at which
the relative forward relevance rapidly increases as a boundary sentence.
[0041] Since a turning point of a topic can be detected only with the two kinds of relevance scores in this manner,
sentences directly indicating topic content, such as headings located at the start position of a topic, can be extracted
even without referring to a logical structure of an input document.
[0042] Furthermore, the leading sentence extraction device 2 adopts a rage of several sentences beginning with a
boundary sentence as an introductory part, and extracts a topic introductory sentence, which probably serves the purpose
of introducing a topic, from each introductory part. For example, it calculates the forward relevance for each sentence
in an introductory part, and extracts a sentence with the maximum forward relevance as a topic introductory sentence.
[0043] The summary composition device 3 composes a summary by grouping the sentences extracted by the leading
sentence extraction device 2 for each topic of an appropriate grading. For example, if the leading sentence extraction
device 2 extracts sentences concerning two topics, the summary composition device 3 divides the extracted sentences
into two topic groups and generates a summary by separating the groups with a blank line so that a reader can easily
found out major topics of the source text with a summary.
[0044] For this purpose, the leading sentence extraction device 2 in advance determines the appropriate size of a
topic passage from which leading sentences should be extracted according to the output amount of the summary, and
selects those passages of appropriate size based on the hierarchical structure of topics detected by structure detection
device 1. Thus, topics of a preferable grading can be effectively taken into a summary.
[0045] Furthermore, if a leading sentence extracted by the leading sentence extraction device 2 is a heading with an
order label, such as a section header with a section number, the summary composition device 3 separates the order
label and body part of the sentence and outputs only the body part of the sentence. Thus, a user can read a summary
without being bothered by label, which has no great meaning in a summary.
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[0046] Alternatively, the summary composition device 3 can process the separated order label and output it as sup-
plementary information to indicate the corresponding location in the original documents. In this case, the order label is
transformed and outputted in such a way not to disturb the reader of a summary.
[0047] Fig. 2 shows the basic configuration of the summary generator of the present invention. In Fig. 2, if an input
document 11 is inputted, a text summarizer 12 generates and outputs a summary 13. The structure detection device 1,
leading sentence extraction device 2 and summary composition device 3 shown in Fig. 1 correspond to the topic structure
detector 25, leading sentence extractor 27 and output unit 28, respectively.
[0048] The text summarizer 12 comprises an input unit 21, a tokenizer 22, a machine-readable dictionary 24, a topic
structure detector 25, a leading sentence extractor 27 and an output unit 28.
[0049] The input unit 21 reads an input document 11 and passes the input document to the tokenizer 22. The tokenizer
22 includes a morphological analyzer 23 as a sub-module. The tokenizer 22 analyzes the input document 11 using the
morphological analyzer 23, and extracts content words (noun, verb, adjective, adjective verb, etc.) from the input doc-
ument 11. At this time, the morphological analyzer 23 converts sentences in the input document 11 to a word list with
part-of-speech information by referring to the machine-readable dictionary 24. The machine-readable dictionary 24 is a
word dictionary for morphological analysis and describes a correspondence between the notation character string of a
word and information about the part of speech/conjugation, etc.
[0050] The topic structure detector 25 includes a topic boundary detector 26 as a sub-module, and automatically
detects topic passages, i.e. continuous parts of the input document 11 describing a common topic, using the topic
boundary detector 26. The topic boundary detector 26 detects topic boundary candidate sections corresponding to
sections of a low lexical cohesion degree. A lexical cohesion degree is an index for the strength of lexical cohesion in
the vicinity of each position in the input document 11, and for example, is calculated from the lexical similarity of a
vocabulary which appears in windows of a specific width set up before and after each position.
[0051] The leading sentence extractor 27 first detects the introductory part of a topic located in the vicinity of the start
position of each topic passage detected by the topic structure detector 25, and detects a leading sentence from the
detected introductory part. Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 calculates the number of topics to be extracted for
a summary based on the ratio of the size of the input document 11 and preferable summary size, and determines the
size of a topic passage as the unit of summary generation. Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 extracts a leading
sentence from a topic passage of approximately the determined size.
[0052] The output unit 28 groups the sentences extracted by the leading sentence extractor 27 for each topic, generates
a summary 13 and outputs the summary 13 as the process result.
[0053] According to the text summarizer 12 shown in Fig. 2, the topic structure detector 25 detects topic passages,
which are continuous document parts describing a same topic, and the leading sentence extractor 27 extracts sentences
only from vicinity of the start position of each topic passage. Since sentences composing a summary are extracted in a
fairly narrow range in a concentrated manner, the possibility that the summary may become merely a collection of
unrelated sentences decreases.
[0054] In addition, the leading sentence extractor 27 extracts several sentences in the vicinity of each topic boundary
in the appearance order and detects a sentence at which the relation degree with a topic immediately after a topic
boundary (forward relation degree) rapidly increases compared with the relation degree with a topic immediately before
the topic boundary, as a boundary sentence. Thus, sentences corresponding to the turning point from a topic immediately
before the topic boundary to a topic immediately after the topic boundary can be accurately extracted even without
reference to the logical structure of the input document 11.
[0055] Furthermore, the leading sentence extractor 27 extracts candidate sentences in a range of several sentences
after a boundary sentence, calculates the forward relation degree of sentences after the boundary sentence and extracts
a sentence of which the forward relation degree becomes a maximum, as a topic introductory sentence. Since sentence
deeply related to a subsequent topic passage is extracted from a position a little after the turning point of a topic, the
possibility that a sentence serving the purpose of supplying supplementary information about a topic may be extracted,
increases.
[0056] The leading sentence extractor 27 also selects a topic passage of an appropriate grading the coherence of
which is strong among topic passages detected by the topic structure detector 25, as a topic passage from which a
leading sentence is extracted and extracts a leading sentence from the topic passage. Thus, topics of a preferable
grading can be efficiently extracted to a summary.
[0057] The output unit 28 groups the sentences extracted by the leading sentence extractor 27 for each topic of an
appropriate grading, and generates and outputs a summary. Since a summary can be divided into passages of an
appropriate grading, a summary that is easy to read and in which the breaks of a content can be found at a glance can
be generated even if a summary 13 becomes long.
[0058] Furthermore, the output unit 28 processes and outputs the order label information of a heading with order label
information, such as a chapter number, etc., into supplementary information for indicating a correspondence with a body.
Thus, a user can read a summary through without being disturbed by an order label which has no great meaning in the
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summary. The correspondence between the content of the summary 13 and the content of an input document 11 can
be easily understood.
[0059] The text summarizer 12 shown in Fig. 2, for example, can be configured using the information processor
(computer) shown in Fig. 3. The information processor shown in Fig. 3 comprises an output device 41, an input device
42, a CPU (central processing unit) 43, a network connector 44, a medium driver 45, an auxiliary storage unit 46 and a
memory (main storage unit) 47, which are connected to one another using a bus 48.
[0060] The memory 47 includes a ROM (read-only memory), RAM (random access memory), etc., and stores a program
and data used for summary generation. In this example, the input unit 21, tokenizer 22, morphological analyzer 23, topic
structure detector 25, topic boundary detector 26, leading sentence extractor 27 and output unit 28 shown in Fig. 2 are
stored in the memory 47 as program modules. The CPU 43 performs necessary processes by using the memory 47
and running the program.
[0061] The output unit 41, for example, is a display, printer, etc., and is used to output inquiries, a summary 13, etc.,
to a user. The input unit 42, for example, is a keyboard, pointing device, touch panel, etc., and is used to input instructions
and an input document 11 from a user.
[0062] The auxiliary storage unit 46, for example, is a magnetic disk, optical disk, magneto-optical disk, etc., and stores
information, such as an input document 11, summary 13, machine-readable dictionary 24, etc. The information processor
can also store in advance the program and data described above in the auxiliary storage unit 46 and use the program
and data by loading them into the memory 47, if required.
[0063] The medium driver 45 drives a portable storage medium 49 and accesses the recorded content. For the portable
storage medium 49, an arbitrary computer-readable storage medium, such as a memory card, floppy disk, CD-ROM
(compact disk read-only memory), optical disk, magneto-optical disk, etc., is used. A user can also store in advance the
program and data described above in the portable storage medium and use the program and data by loading them into
the memory 47, if required.
[0064] The network connector 44 communicates with an outside device via an arbitrary network (line), such as a LAN
(local area network), etc., and transmits /receives data accompanying communications. The information processor can
also receive the program and data described above from an outside device and use the program and data by loading
them into the memory 47, if required.
[0065] Fig. 4 shows a variety of computer-readable portable storage media for supplying the information processor
shown in Fig. 3 with a program and data. The program and data stored in the portable storage medium 49 or an outside
database 50 are loaded to the memory 47. Then, the CPU 43 performs necessary processes by running the program
and using the data.
[0066] Next, the operation of each module of the text summarizer 12 shown in Fig. 2 is described in detail using a
specific example. As an input document in Japanese, Chapter 4 "Activity Report of Network Access Technical Special
Committee" (pp. 117-197) of "Survey Report on Trends in Natural Language Processing Systems" by the Japan Electronic
Industry Development Association (March 1997), is used. In the following embodiment, a summary consisting of a couple
of A4-size sheets (approximately 1,500 characters) is attempted to be generated from this document.
[0067] Conventionally, for the size of a summary, approximately 1/4 of an original document has been aimed at. It is
a good ratio for an editorial, newspaper article, theses of several pages, etc., but is too large for such a long document
of several tens of pages, as the one attempted to be summarized in this example (81 pages). When a document is read
online, the maximum number of pages capable of being displayed on a screen at one time is approximately two. Taking
these conditions into consideration, the size of the summary has been determined.
[0068] Since it is not appropriate to attach the entire document, only a list of the headings of the input document is
shown in Figs. 5 through 7 for a reference. Fig. 5 shows the headings of Section 4.1 and 4.2 in the appearance order,
Fig. 6 shows the heading of Section 4.3 and Fig. 7 shows the heading of Section 4.4.
[0069] Fig. 8 is a flowchart showing a tokenization process by the tokenizer 22. The tokenizer 22 first performs a
morphological analysis on the input document and generates a word list with the names of parts of speech (step S11).
Then, the tokenizer 22 detects contents words (noun, verb, adjective and adjective verb) using the part of speech as a
clue, attaches a mark to the part of the document corresponding to the content word (step S12), and the process is
terminated. Fig. 9 shows the beginning part of the input document, and Fig. 10 shows the corresponding outputs from
the tokenizer 22.
[0070] In step S11 shown in Fig. 8, the morphological analyzer 23 performs a morphological analysis as shown in Fig.
11. The morphological analyzer 23 first clears the word list (step S21), attempts to extract a sentence with the clue of a
period, etc., from the beginning part of the document (step S22), and judges whether a sentence could be extracted
(step S23).
[0071] After a sentence is extracted, word candidates used in the sentence are extracted by referring to the machine-
readable dictionary 24 (step S24). In the case of Japanese, as shown in Fig. 9, since boundaries between words are
not structurally defined, all words corresponding to the partial character string contained in the sentence are extracted
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as candidates. For example, if a sentence  is extracted, as shown in Fig. 12, all partial character
strings of this sentence become word candidates.
[0072] On the other hand, in the case of English, since boundaries between words are clearly indicated by a space,
the main process is to calculate the candidates for the parts of speech of words corresponding to character strings
separated by a space. For example, if a sentence "Tokyo is the Japanese capital." is extracted, as shown in Fig. 13, the
basic form and part of speech of the five words contained in the sentence are calculated.
[0073] Then, the morphological analyzer 23 selects an appropriate series of words from the viewpoint of adjacency
probability at a part-of-speech level (step S25), attaches the information of the part of speech and the appearance
position to the selected series of words, and adds the words to the word list in the appearance order (step S26). Then,
a subsequent sentence is attempted to be extracted (step S27), and the processes in steps S23 and after are repeated.
Then, if no sentence can be extracted in step S23, the process is terminated.
[0074] In the tokenization result shown in Fig. 10, words put in brackets ( [] ) are content words detected by the
morphological analyzer 23. If the content word is a conjugation word (verb or adjective), parts before and after a slash
(/) in the brackets ( [] ) indicate the stem and the conjugated ending in a base-form, respectively, and they are used to
distinguish words in a later process. It is enough for this purpose to attach both the part of speech and the conjugation
can also be attached instead of the information. In short, arbitrary information can be used, only if it is identification

information for distinguishing a pair of words which cannot be distinguished only by the stem, such as 

and
[0075] In step S25, as a method for evaluating the propriety of a series of words, a variety of morphological analysis
methods are known, of which any can be used. For example, a method for evaluating the propriety of a series of words
using appearance probability estimated by training data is reported, (Eugene Charniak, "Hidden Markov and Two Ap-
plications", Statistical Language Learning, Chapter 3, pp. 37-73 (The MIT Press. 1993)); Masaaki Nagata, "A Stochastic
Japanese Morphological Analyzer Using a Forward-DP Backward-A*N-best Search Algorithm", in the Proceedings of
COLING ’94, pp. 201-207, 1994; and Masaaki Nagata, "A Stochastic Japanese Morphological Analyzer Using a Forward-
DP Backward-A* N-best Search Algorithm", SIG Notes NL-101-10, the Institute of Information Processing, May 1994).
[0076] Although in the example shown in Fig. 10, the tokenizer 22 extracts all content words, a target to be extracted
can also be restricted to only a noun. If an English document is processed as a target, the words can also be extracted
from all words separated by a space, by removing a word which appears anywhere, regardless of a topic (functional
words, such as an article, preposition, etc., and words which appear with a particularly high frequency), instead of
executing a morphological analysis process. Such a process can be realized if a stop word list for storing functional
words and words which appear with a particularly high frequency is used instead of the machine-readable dictionary 24.
[0077] Next, the process of the topic structure detector 25 is described. In this preferred embodiment, it is assumed
that topic passages are detected based on the technology disclosed by the prior Japanese Patent Application No.
10-072724, "Summary Generator and Method thereof". According to this method, the hierarchical structure of topics is
detected as follows.

1. Estimation of topic boundary position

[0078] A section in which there seems to be a topic boundary is calculated as a topic boundary candidate section
based on cohesion degree calculated using a specific window width. This process is repeated for a plurality of window
widths of different sizes, and a series of topic boundary candidate sections that divide the source text into severed topic
passages of apploximately same size are detected accordingly to a window width, from those correspond to the breaks
of major topics up to those correspond to the breaks of local topics.

2. Detection of hierarchical structure of topics

[0079] The topic boundary candidate sections calculated using different window widths are unified, and both the
hierarchical structure of topics and the position of each topic boundary is determined.
[0080] In this preferred embodiment, the detection process of the hierarchical structure of topics is simplified and a
final topic boundary position is determined by a leading sentence detection process by the leading sentence extractor
27, which is described later.
[0081] Fig. 14 is a flowchart showing a topic structure detection process by the topic structure detector 26. The topic
structure detector 26 first receives three parameters: the maximum window width w1, the minimum window width wmin
and a window width ratio r from a user (step S41) and calculates the aggregate of window widths W for measuring
cohesion (step S42). In Fig. 14, the suffix of a symbol "wmin" is described with an underscore as in "w_min", taking the
ease of viewing the diagram into consideration. The aggregate of window widths W is produced by collecting terms
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larger than wmin from a geometrical progression with both an initial term of w1 and a common ratio of 1/r.
[0082] It is practically sufficient if at this time approximately 1/2 to 1/4 of an entire document is given for the maximum
window width w1, a size of approximately a paragraph (for example, 40 words) is given for the minimum window width
wmin, and 2 is given for the window width ratio r. Therefore, w1 = 5,120 (words), wmin = 40 (words) and r = 2 are used
in the following description.
[0083] Next, as shown in Fig. 10, the topic structure detector 25 calculates the cohesion degree of each position in a
document for each window width in W based on the document of which the content words are marked, and records the
cohesion degree as a series of cohesion degrees (step S43).
[0084] In this example, the topic structure detector 25 first compares a vocabulary (in this example, content words)
which appears in two windows set up before and after each position (reference point) of a document, calculates a value
which increases as the number words in a common vocabulary increases and designates the value as a cohesion degree
in the position. Then, the topic structure detector 25 repeats the calculation of cohesion degree while sliding the positions
of the windows by a specific interval width tic from the beginning toward the end of the document, and records the
calculated cohesion degree as a series of cohesion degrees moving from the beginning toward the end of a document.
[0085] There is no problem caused by an interval width tic only if a tic is smaller than a window width. However, in
this example, a tic is assumed to be 1/8 of the window width taking process efficiency into consideration. This tic value
can also be designated by a user.
[0086] Although for the calculation method of cohesion degree, there are a variety of methods, and a cosine measure
which has been widely used as an index for a lexical similarity in a field of information retrieval, etc., is used below. This
cosine measure is calculated according to the following equation. 

[0087] In this equation, b1 and br represent a left block (a block on the backward side of a document) and a right block
(a block on the forward side of the document), respectively, and wt,b1 and wt,br represent the appearance frequencies
of word t in the left and right blocks, respectively. Σt in the right-hand side of equation (1) is a summation operator of word t.
[0088] The more vocabulary common to both the blocks, the greater the similarity degree of equation (1) (maximum
1). Conversely, if there is no common vocabulary, the similarity degree becomes the minimum value 0. Specifically, a
large value of the similarity degree indicates a high possibility that a common topic is handled in both the blocks, while
a small value of the similarity degree indicates a high possibility that the point between the blocks is a topic boundary.
[0089] Fig. 15 shows a series of the cohesion degree recorded in step S43. In this example, 1/4 of a window width w
is used for an interval width tic, and document areas a1-all are areas with a width corresponding to the interval width
tic. c1 represents the cohesion degree of a window width w calculated using a boundary between a4 and a5 in the
document as a reference point. Specifically, c1 is a cohesion degree calculated using a part of document areas a1-a4
and a part of document areas a5-a8 as ranges of left and right windows, respectively.
[0090] c2 represents a cohesion degree calculated after the window is slid rightward by the window width tic, and is
the cohesion degree of a window width w with a boundary between a5 and a6 used as a reference point. The collection
of c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., calculated in this way after the window is sequentially slid by the window width tic is called the
cohesion degree series of the window width w moving from the beginning of the document toward the end.
[0091] Fig. 16 is a graph on which the cohesion degree series of a window width of 640 words are plotted against the
total number of content words used between the beginning of a document and each reference point on the horizontal
axis. For example, in the case of the cohesion degree c2 shown in Fig. 15, the total number of content words in areas
al-a5 becomes the position of a reference point in the document. In this example, cohesion degrees are calculated from
the beginning of the document toward the end using 1/8 of the window width of 640 words (80 words) as an interval width tic.
[0092] Then, the topic structure detector 25 analyzes a cohesion degrees series of each window width using the topic
boundary detector 26, which is a sub-module of the topic structure detector 25, and detects a section with a low cohesion
degree as a topic boundary candidate (step S44).
[0093] Although, as shown in Fig. 16, a minimal point in a cohesion degrees series often corresponds to an actual
topic boundary (boundary of a section indicated by a dotted line), all minimal points do not always correspond to the
topic boundaries. The topic boundary detector 26 estimates only the section including the boundary position of a topic
passage approximately the same size as the window width of each cohesion degree series using the minimal points of
a cohesion degree series as a clue. In this embodiment, this process is realized by a moving average method.
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[0094] Then, the topic structure detector 25 relates topic boundary candidates which are calculated based on cohesion
degree series of different window widths to one another and outputs the topic boundary candidates (step S45). Here,
the topic structure detection process is terminated.
[0095] Next, the topic boundary detection process in step S44 shown in Fig. 14 is described using Figs. 15 and 17. A
moving average method used in this example is widely used to remove fine fluctuations and to detect a more general
tendency in a time series analysis, which is the statistical analysis of a stock price fluctuation, etc. In this embodiment,
the moving average method is used not only to ignore the fine fluctuations of the moving average values of the cohesion
degree series , but is also used as a direct clue to detect topic boundary candidate sections (sections with a low cohesion
degree) by considering the moving average value of the cohesion degree series as both the forward cohesion force at
the start point of a moving average zone and the backward cohesion force at the end point of the moving average zone.
[0096] As described earlier, Fig. 15 shows a relation between cohesion degree series cl-c4 and document areas a1-
a11. The moving average value of a cohesion degree series is a value obtained by arithmetically averaging n consecutive
values in a cohesion degree series, such as (c1+c2)/2 (moving average of two terms), (c1+c2+c3)/3 (moving average
of three terms), (c1+c2+c3+c4)/4 (moving average of four terms), etc.
[0097] Fig. 17 shows a relation between an example of the moving average of the cohesion degree series shown in
Fig. 15 and a document area. In this example, the moving averages of two, three and four terms shown in Fig. 15 are
shown for the example of the moving average, and the number of times of use of each document area is shown in the
calculation of each moving average. Those values underlined indicate that a corresponding area is used in all the
cohesion degree calculations of the moving average.
[0098] For example, a value "1" in the upper left corner indicates that a document area a1 is handled once as a part
of a left window in the moving average calculation of four terms of c1 to c4. A value "2" on the right-hand side of it
indicates that a document area a2 is handled twice as a part of the left window in the moving average calculation of four
terms of c1 to c4. The same explanation also applies to other numbers of times of use.
[0099] Since a cohesion degree is an index for adacent each other at a point the strength of a relation between parts
a moving average value calculated using a cohesion degree c1, obtained by including an area a1 in a left window, also
indicats whether the area a1 is related rightward.
[0100] In other words, a moving average value indicates how strongly the area in the left window part of moving-
averaged cohesion degrees (a1 to a7 against the four-term average of c1 to c4) is pulled rightward (forward cohesion
force). On the other hand, conversely, it also indicates how storongly the area in the right window part of moving-averaged
cohesion degrees (a5 to all against the four-term average of c1 to c4) is pulled leftward (backward cohesion force).
[0101] As for the relation between a cohesion force and each document area is considered, it is considered that the
contribution of an area to a cohesion force score should increase according to the number of times the area is handled
in an window when the cohesion force score and thus the corresponding average cohesion degrees are calculated. It
is generally considered that the more closely a target word is repeated, the stronger the lexical cohesion is. Therefore,
it is also considered that the nearer on area locates the reference point of moving-averaged cohesion degrees (boundary
position of left and right windows), the greater the contribution of the area to the moving average is.
[0102] For example, in the moving average of the four terms shown in Fig. 17, the reference points of a cohesion
degree are four of a boundary between a4 and a5, a boundary between a5 and a6, a boundary between a6 and a7 and
a boundary between a7 and a8. In this case, it is found that a4 is most frequently included in the left window, and is the
nearest to these reference points. It is also found that a8 is most frequently included in the right window, and is the
nearest to these reference points. Accordingly, areas having the strongest relation to the moving average value are a4
and a8 for the left and right windows, respectively.
[0103] In the same way, a4 and a7 are selected for areas having the strongest relation to the moving average of three
terms, of the left and right windows, respectively, and a4 and a6 are selected for areas having the strongest relation to
the moving average of two terms, of the left and right windows, respectively. The number of times of use of these areas
are marked with backslashes in Fig. 17.
[0104] Based on the consideration described above, the topic boundary detector 26 handles the moving average value
of a cohesion degree as an index for both a forward cohesion force at the first reference point in a moving-averaged
area and a backward cohesion force at the last reference point in the moving-averaged area. For example, the moving
average value of four terms of c1 to c4 becomes both a forward cohesion force on a boundary between a4 and a5 and
a backward cohesion force on a boundary a7 and a8.
[0105] Fig. 18 is a flowchart showing the topic boundary detection process by the topic boundary detector 26. The
topic boundary detector 26 first receives the interval width tic of a cohesion degree series, and then receives the number
of terms n of a moving average from a user (step S51).
[0106] For example, an appropriate size of the interval width is 1/8 to 1/10 of a window width w and an appropriate
number of terms n is approximately a half of w/tic (4-5). The distance between the first and last reference points of
cohesion degrees to be taken a moving average of, is calculated according to an expression (n-1)*tic, which is designated
as the width d (words) of the moving average.
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[0107] Then, the moving average of the cohesion degrees of each position p of the document is calculated within the
range from p to p+d and is recorded in the forward cohesion force of a position p (step S52). This value is simultaneously
recorded as the backward cohesion force in the end position p+d of the moving-averaged range.
[0108] Then, a difference between the forward and backward cohesion forces in each position (forward cohesion force
minus backward cohesion force) is calculated from the beginning toward the end of the document based on the recorded
forwarded cohesion force, and a point where the difference turns from negative to positive is recorded as a negative
cohesion force equilibrium point mp (step S53).
[0109] A negative cohesion force equilibrium point is a point in the left part of which a backward cohesion is dominant
and in the right part of which a forward cohesion force is dominant. Accordingly, the left and right parts of the point are
considered to have a weak relation with each other, and thereby the negative cohesion force equilibrium point becomes
a candidate position of a topic boundary.
[0110] Then, the range covering the respective d words from immediately before and immediately after the recorded
negative cohesion force equilibrium point mp [mp-d, mp+d] is recognized as a topic boundary candidate section (step
S54), and the process is terminated.
[0111] Here, the concept of detecting a topic boundary candidate section based on the difference between forward
and backward cohesion forces is described using Fig. 19. Fig. 19 shows the distribution of both a cohesion degree and
a forward/backward cohesion force measured using a window of a 320-word width in the vicinity of the position somewhere
short of the 12,000th word (between the 11,000th and 11,500th word) shown in Fig. 16. For an interval width tic, 1/8 of
a window width is used.
[0112] In Fig. 19, line charts plotted with a mark + , a mark * and a mark h indicate a cohesion degree series C, a
forward cohesion force FC and a backward cohesion force BC, respectively. The area indicated by a double rectangle
which indicates both a topic boundary candidate section and a cohesion force equilibrium point is described later,
[0113] ep1, ep2 and ep3, indicated by dotted lines, indicate three points where the difference between forward and
backward cohesion forces becomes 0 (cohesion force equilibrium point). On the left side of the first point ep1, a backward
cohesion force is dominant over a forward cohesion force, and in the range from the right side of the first point ep1 to
the next point ep2, a forward cohesion force is dominant over the backward cohesion force. In the range from the right
side of the next point ep2 to the last point ep3, the backward cohesion force is dominant over the forward cohesion force,
and on the right side of the last point ep3, the forward cohesion force is dominant over the backward cohesion force.
[0114] Therefore, ep1 and ep3 are negative cohesion force equilibrium points where the difference between forward
and backward cohesion forces switches from negative to positive, and ep2 is a positive cohesion force equilibrium point
where the difference switches from positive to negative.
[0115] It is found from these changes of a cohesion force that the left side area of the first point ep1 is pulled toward
one part further on the left side, both side areas of a middle point ep2 are pulled toward ep2 and the right side area of
the last point ep3 is pulled toward one part further on the right side. Actually, a cohesion degree plotted with forward/
backward cohesion forces becomes a minimum in the vicinities of both ep1 and ep3, and becomes a maximum in the
vicinity of ep2. In this way, the change of a forward/backward cohesion force and the change of a cohesion degree are
closely related to each other.
[0116] For example, a part P1 indicated by a horizontal arrow in the vicinity of a cohesion force equilibrium point ep3
shown in Fig. 19 is one part of the minimal cohesion degree. Thus, the moving average value of this part P1 (in this
example, four-term average of c1 to c4) usually becomes a minimum as indicated by cohesion forces at both P2 and
P3. However, if there are fine fluctuations in the range narrower than the area for which a moving-average is to be
calculated, the moving average value, that is, cohesion force does not always become a minimum due to the smoothing
operation of a moving average.
[0117] Since a forward cohesion force is a moving average value plotted at the start position of an area for which a
moving average is to be calculated, the minimal position of a forward cohesion force is on the left side of the minimal
position of a cohesion degree. For the same reason, the minimal position of a backward cohesion force is on the right
side of the minimal position of the cohesion degree. Thus, if the fluctuations of a cohesion degree is sufficiently large,
a cohesion force equilibrium point is generated in an area where a moving average is calculated.
[0118] Fig. 20 is a flowchart showing the topic boundary unification process in step S45 shown in Fig. 14. The topic
structure detector 25 first sorts and groups detected topic boundary candidate sections using both the window width of
a cohesion degree series used to detect them and the appearance position in a document of the equilibrium point of the
topic boundary candidate section and generates a topic boundary candidate section data series B(j)[p] (step S61).
[0119] Here, a control variable j is a series number for indicating that data are detected by a cohesion degree series
of a window width wj, and a control variable p is a data number for indicating each topic boundary candidate section in
the series. Actually, j takes values, such as 0,1,2,..., in descending order of window width, and p takes values, such as
1,2,..., in the appearance order of cohesion force equilibrium points. Data B(0) corresponding to a series number 0 are
special data generated in correspondence with an entire document, and the topic boundary candidate sections are set
up independently of the cohesion degree series. Each of data B(j)[p] includes the following element data.
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- B(j)[p].range: Topic boundary candidate section, a set of (start position, end position)
- B(j)[p].bp: Cohesion force equilibrium point
- B(j)[p].child: Topic boundary candidate section of B(j+1) series which matches the B(j)[p] in the range of topic

boundary candidate sections in a boundary position (child candidate section)

[0120] Here, although a cohesion force equilibrium point is theoretically a point, since it is detected as a point where
the sign of the difference between forward and backward cohesion forces switches over, as described earlier, it is actually
a set of a point where the difference is negative (start position) and a point where the difference is positive (end position).
Therefore, in this preferred embodiment, a point bp where the difference between forward and backward cohesion forces
becomes 0 is calculated by interpolation according to the following equation, and is used as a cohesion force equilibrium
point. 

where lp and rp are the start and end positions of a cohesion force equilibrium point, respectively, and DC(lp) and DC
(rp) are the value of (forward cohesion force minus backward cohesion force) at those positions, respectively.
[0121] Then, the obtained bp is designated to be B(j)[p].bp.
[0122] Then, the topic structure detector 25 relates topic boundary candidate section data with different window widths
to one another. Hereafter, a collection of the data B(j)[p] that belong to a series is referred by B(j). Furthermore, the
process is described below using the following notation.

- je: Series number corresponding to the minimum window width wmin
- |B(j)|: Maximum value of data number p in B(j)

[0123] First, a series number j for indicating a process target is initialized to 1 (step S62). Thus, the series of a topic
boundary candidate section obtained using the maximum window width w1 is designated as a process target. Then, a
unification process that unifies each datum in the process target with an datum in a series of B(j+1) is performed while
incrementing j as long as j+1≤je.
[0124] In this unification process, for each topic boundary candidate section data B(j)[p] (p=1,..., |B(j)|) in the series
to be related, a datun in which B(j+1)[q].bp is closest to B(j)[p].bp is selected and stored in B(j)[p].child as unified boundary
candidate section data.
[0125] The details of the procedures are as follows. First, j+1 and je are compared (step S63). If j+1≤je, 1 is assigned
to p (step S64), and p and |B(j)| are compared (step S65). If p≤|B(j)|, unification processes in steps S66 and after are
performed. If p exceeds |B(j)|, j=j+1 is assigned (step S71), and processes in steps S63 and after are repeated.
[0126] In step S66, the topic structure detector 25 selects data in which B(j+1)[q].bpEB(j)[p].range and in which B(j+1)
[q].bp is closest to B(j)[p].bp among the candidate data B(j+1)[q] (q=1,..., |B(j+1)|) unified as the datum to be unified and
stores in B(j)[p].child.
[0127] Here, the condition of B(j+1)[q].bp∈B(j)[p].range indicates that the topic boundary candidate section of B(j)[p]
includes the cohesion force equilibrium point of B(j+1)[q].
[0128] Fig. 21 shows a selection example of data to be unified. In Fig. 21, line charts plotted with marks + and x indicate
forward and backward cohesion force series, respectively, based on a window width of 640 words corresponding to a
process target. Line charts plotted with * and h indicate forward and backward cohesion force series, respectively, based
on a window width of 320 words corresponding to a unification target.
[0129] Out of areas indicated by a double rectangle, a large rectangular area and a small rectangular area included
in the large rectangular area correspond to a topic boundary candidate section and a cohesion force equilibrium point,
respectively. In this example, a cohesion force equilibrium point is indicated as a small section separated by both start
and end positions.
[0130] For example, if a datum to be processed is assumed to be B(4)[12], the topic boundary candidate section B(4)
[12].range includes the cohesion equilibrium points B(5)[24].bp and B(5)[25].bp of two pieces of data in a series to be
unified. Thus, both B(5)[24] and B(5)[25] become candidates for data to be unified. Since out of these, B(5)[25] is closer
to the cohesion force equilibrium point of the data to be processed B(4)[12].bp, B(5)[25] is selected as data to be unified.
[0131] Then, the topic structure detector 25 judges whether a datum to be unified could be selected (step S67). If B
(j)[p].child is not empty, it is judged that datum to be unified could be selected. If B(j)[p].child is empty, it is judged that
the datum to be unified could not be selected. Then, if the datum to be unified could be selected, p=p+1 is assigned
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(step S70), and the processes in steps S65 and after are repeated.
[0132] If the datum to be unified could not be selected, a pseudo-datum (dummy datum) B(j+1)[q] to be unified having
the same topic boundary candidate section as that of B(j)[p] is generated and inserted in the series of B(j+1) (step S68).
[0133] In step S68, first, the values of B(j+1)[q].range and B(j+1)[q].bp are assigned to both B(j+1)[q].range and B(j+1)
[q].bp, and new data B(j+1)[q] are generated. Then, the generated data B(j+1)[q] are inserted in a position where B(j+1)
[q-1].bp<B(j+1)[q].bp and B(j+1)[q].bp<B(j+1)[q+1].bp in the series B(j+1).
[0134] Thus, the data number q of the pseudo-datum is determined, and the data numbers of existing data after that
are rewritten. The reason why pseudo-topic boundary candidate section data are generated is that in processes after
this, leading sentences are extracted from all topic boundary candidate section data in a specific series of B(j).
[0135] Then, the generated dummy datum B(j+1)[q] is stored in B(j)[p].child (step S69), and processes in steps S70
and after are performed. Then, if in step S63, j+1 exceeds je, the process is terminated.
[0136] Finally, for the data of each series number j among all series numbers less than je, the data of a series number
j+1 having a cohesion force equilibrium point in the topic boundary candidate section are set in B(j)[p].child. Therefore,
a plurality of levels of topic boundary candidate section data are unified in a chain form.
[0137] Fig. 22 shows the detection result of topic boundaries obtained in this way. In Fig. 22, out of areas indicated
by double rectangles, a large rectangular area corresponds to a topic boundary candidate section, and a small rectangular
area included in the large rectangular area corresponds to cohesion force equilibrium points. B(1), B(2), B(3) and B(4)
represent series corresponding to the window widths of 5,120 words, 2560 words, 1,280 words and 640 words, respec-
tively, and numbers attached to the double rectangles [1], [2], ..., indicate the data number in each series.
[0138] The boundary data of number [0] corresponding to the start position of an entire document are added to each
series to extract the leading sentence for a topic passage at the beginning of a document, in particular a leading sentence
for an entire document (B(0)). The width of the topic boundary candidate section of data of number [0] of any series is
set to approximately a moving average width based on the minimum window width (25 words).
[0139] In the detection result shown in Fig. 22, a tendency that the larger the window width based on which a boundary
is detected, the larger the topic the break of which the boundary corresponds to, can be found. For example, the topic
boundaries based on the maximum window width (5,120 words) correspond well to the start position of the biggest
sections, such as sections 4.3 or 4.4, and the topic boundaries based on the second largest window width (2,560 words)
correspond well to the second biggest sections, such as sections, 4.3.1, 4.3.2, etc.
[0140] The process of the leading sentence extractor 27 is described next. Roughly speaking, there are two kinds of
processes in the process of the leading sentence extractor 27. The first process is a leading sentence detection process,
and detects the leading sentence of each of the topic passages which has been detected by the topic structure detector
25 and determines a boundary position. The second process is a leading sentence extraction process, and adjusts the
grading of a topic to be taken into a summary according to the output amount of the summary.
[0141] For each of the topic boundary candidate sections detected by the topic structure detector 25, the leading
sentence extractor 27 identifies a sentence located in the position where the next topic starts, from sentences in the
topic boundary candidate section. Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 markes this sentence as the leading sentence
of the first kind (boundary sentence).
[0142] Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 records the position of this boundary sentence as the start position of
the introductory part of the topic and recognizes a part after the boundary sentence in the candidate section as the
introductory part. Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 selects a sentence at which the degree of relation to the topic
passage becomes a maximum as the leading sentence of the second kind (topic introductory sentence).
[0143] The leading sentence extractor 27 uses two kinds of relation degrees, a forward relation degree and a backward
relation degree, in order to detect both the boundary sentence and topic introductory sentence. A forward relation degree
is an index for the degree of relation between each sentence in the topic boundary candidate section and the next topic
passage. A backward relation degree is an index for the degree of relation between each sentence in the topic boundary
candidate section and the previous topic passage.
[0144] Here, the relation degree rs,b between a sentence S and a topic passage b can be defined based on the repetition
state of specific vocabulary. For example, the relation degree rs,b is calculated according to the following equation. 

[0145] In equation (3), |S| represents the total number of words contained in the sentence S, and |b| represents the
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total number of words contained in the topic passage b. tfw,b represents the appearance frequency of a word w in the
topic passage b, and |D| represents the number of blocks obtained by splitting the entire document at intervals of a fixed
width (80 words). dfw represents the number of blocks in which word w appears.
[0146] The equation (3) is a variant of the measure that a piece of literrature by the inventor of the present invention
(Yoshio Nakao, "Automatic Keyword Extraction on the Topic Structure of a Text", SIG Notes FI-50-1, Information Process-
ing Society of Japan, July 1998) proposed as an effective and simple measure for term importance estimation. This
piece of literature reports important words, the words that appear in headings in this case, could be effectively extracted
by evaluating a word with the mahtmatical formula following E in the equation (3) and extracting words in the descending
order of the evaluation score.
[0147] Tha calculation method of the relation degree rs,b between the sentence S and topic passage b is not limited
to equation (3), and a variety of mwthods are available. However, since the relation degree based on equation (3) has
the following advantages, this preferred embodiment adopts this calculation method.
[0148] The calculation method of the relation degree rs,b between the sentence S and topic passage b is not limited
to equation (3), and a variety of methods are available. However, since the relation degree based on equation (3) has
the following advantages, this preferred embodiment adopts this calculation method. (1) High importance is attached to
words with a high-appearance frequency in a topic passage.
[0149] If a word in the sentence S appears in a topic passage to be calculated in a high appearance frequency, the
value of tfw,b increases and the relation degree increases. (2) High importance is attached to a word with a significantly
high appearance density in a topic passage.
[0150] The lower the appearance density of a word in an entire document, the larger the value of the log part. Therefore,
if a word with a low appearance density in the entire document appears in both the sentence S and the topic passage
b, the relation degree increases. (3) High importance is attached to a word which are locally annotated repeatedly.
[0151] The part in log is the inverse number of a modified appearance density calculated by reducing the appearance
frequency of a word that locally appears in a concentrated manner such as a word which indicates an important topic
and is annotated repeatedly. Therefore, if a word in the sentence S appears concentrated in one place of the topic
passage, the relation degree increases.
[0152] Since the final boundary position of each topic passage is the start position of a boundary sentence, some of
those positions are not determined in the process of a leading sentence detection process. Therefore, in the leading
sentence detection process, if the boundary position is not determined, the relation degree is calculated using the position
of a cohesion force equilibrium point detected by the topic structure detector 25 as the temporary position of a topic
boundary.
[0153] Figs. 23 and 24 are flowcharts showing the leading sentence detection process by the leading sentence extractor
27. The leading sentence extractor 27 first divides an entire document into blocks of a fixed width, sums the number of
blocks in which each word w in the document appears and records the number as a block appearance frequency dfw
(step S81 shown in Fig. 23). Then, the maximum value of a series number je is assigned as the initial value of the control
variable j for indicating the series number of a process target (step S82). Thus, topic boundary candidate section data
corresponding to the minimum topics are assigned to the process target.
[0154] Then, leading sentence detection for a series B(j) is performed as long as j≥0. First, it is judged whether j is 0
or more (step S83), and if j is less than 0, the process is terminated. Then, 0 is assigned to p (step S84) and p and |B
(j)| are compared (step S85). If p≤|B(j)|, processes in steps S86 and after are performed. If p exceeds |B(j)|, j=j-1 is
assigned (step S91), and the processes in steps S83 and after are repeated.
[0155] In step S86, it is judged whether there are topic boundary candidate section data (child candidate section data)
about a smaller topic related to B(j)[p]. If there are child candidate section data, B(j)[p].range is replaced with the topic
boundary candidate section B(j)[p].child.range (step S87). If there are no child candidate section data, the process in
step S87 is skipped.
[0156] Then, it is judged whether B(j)[p] are dummy data (step S89). If the data are dummy data, the process shown
in Fig. 24 is skipped, p=p+1 is assigned (step S90) and the next data are processed.
[0157] If B(j)[p] are not dummy data, the leading sentence extractor 27 extracts a sentence at least a part of which is
included in B(j)[p].range, as a candidate for a leading sentence s[i] (1≤i≤ie) (step S92 shown in Fig. 24) and performs
the detection process of two kinds of leading sentences (a boundary sentence and a topic introductory sentence). Here,
ie represents the number of candidates for extracted leading sentences.
[0158] First, the leading sentence extractor 27 calculates both forward and backward relation degrees of all extracted
candidates s[i] according to equation (3) (step S93). Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 checks a forward relative
relation degree, that is, the difference between the forward relation degree and backward relation degree from the top
sentence to the end sentence among the candidates (step S94). Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 detects a
sentence at which the forward relative relation degree is positive and the increment of the forward relative relation degree
over that of the previous sentence is maximum, as a boundary sentence and recognizes candidates after the boundary
sentence as the introductory part.
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[0159] Generally speaking, both the forward and backward relation degrees often rapidly change on the boundary
between topics. Therefore, the detection accuracy of a boundary sentence is expected to be improved by using the
increment in the difference between the forward and backward relation degrees as described above.
[0160] Then, it is judged whether a boundary sentence can be detected (step S95). If the boundary sentence can be
detected, a sentence having the maximum forward relation degree is selected as a topic introductory sentence from
candidates located after (or identical to) the boundary sentence (step S96). If the boundary sentence can not be detected,
a sentence having the maximum forward relation degree of all candidates is selected as both a boundary sentence and
a topic introductory sentence (step S97).
[0161] Then, the end of B(j)[p].range is aligned to the position of the detected boundary sentence (step S98), p=p+1
is assigned (step S90 shown in Fig. 23) and the processes in steps S85 and after are repeated. Then, the leading
sentence detection process of the next topic boundary candidate section data is performed.
[0162] In step S98, the end position of a topic boundary candidate section is modified in order to detect a boundary
sentence of a larger topic in the range before the boundary sentence of the topic to be currently processed in a later
process. Thus, for example, if a section heading is located immediately after a chapter heading, the possibility of detecting
the section and chapter headings as boundary sentences of small and large topics, respectively, can be increased.
[0163] Fig. 25 shows a detection example of a leading sentence in the vicinity of the start position of section 4.4
(somewhere short of the 12,000th word on the horizontal axis shown in Fig. 22) of an input document. In Fig. 25,
sentences after a sentence marked with <OUTSIDE> (located at the 12,002nd word) and up to the last sentence (located
at the 12,055th word) are candidates for a leading sentence, and at least a part of the sentences overlaps a topic
boundary candidate section (in this example, a section of 35-word width [12,026, 12,059]). In this example, a topic
introductory sentence is selected from the candidates located after a boundary sentence.
[0164] In a sentence marked with <BOUNDARY> (located at the 12,031st word), the difference between a forward
relation degree (the value of the column "Immediately after") and a backward relation degree (the value of the column
"Immediately before"), that is, a forward relative relation degree (the value of a column "After minus before"), is positive
(0.016) and an increment from that of the previous sentence (-0.008) is the maximum (0.024). Therefore, this sentence
is recognized as a boundary sentence.
[0165] The forward relation degree of a sentence marked with <INTRODUCTORY> (located at the 12,033rd word),
is the maximum (0.023) in sentences located after the boundary sentence (in this example, two sentences). Therefore,
this sentence is detected as a topic introductory sentence.
[0166] In a subsequent summary composition process, it is preferable that a boundary sentence is a heading and that
a topic introductory sentence is a sentence for introducing a subsequent topic. In the process shown in Fig.24, it is
possible to increase the number of both boundary and topic introductory sentences which meet these requirements by
using some additional features of candidates sentence, such as a sentence end expression, a sentence type, etc.
[0167] For example, a heading sentence often terminates without a period in English or a "kuten" (fullstop) in Japanese.
Under these circumstances, if in step S94, the detection of a boundary sentence is attempted only for sentences which
terminate without a period or a "kuten" out of leading sentence candidates, and the detection process for the other
sentences only when a boundary sentence could not be detected in those sentences, the possibility that a detected
boundary sentence may match the heading of a document can be increased.
[0168] A Japanese sentence for introducing a subsequent topic often terminates with the predicative form of a verb,

such as  and an English sentence for introducing a subsequent topic is often a sentence of a present/
future tense beginning with a pronoun of the first person, such as "I" or "we", or a noun phrase indicating a document
component, such as "This chapter". In this case, if in step S96, the detection of a topic introductory sentence is attempted
only for sentences which meet these requirements and the detection process for the other sentences is performed only
when a topic introductory sentence can not be detected in those sentences, the possibility that a detected topic introductory
sentence may match a sentence for introducing a subsequent topic can be increased.
[0169] Fig. 26 is a flowchart showing the leading sentence extraction process by the leading sentence extractor 27.
The leading sentence extractor 27 first receives from a user two parameters: a preferable size of a summary Sa and a
preferable extraction amount of each topic St (step S101).
[0170] Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 calculates the appropriate number of topics to be extracted Nt by
dividing Sa by St (step S102), selects the topic boundary candidate section data series in the lowest level consisting of
Nt or less boundaries, and sets the series number in the control variable j (step S103). Thus, B(j) can be assigned to
the basic target of a leading sentence extraction process, and the grading of a topic is determined.
[0171] In the example, since Sa and St are assumed to be approximately 1,500 characters and approximately 150
characters, respectively, Nt=10 is obtained. In this case, according to the detection result of a topic structure shown in
Fig. 22, topic boundary candidate section data based on a window width of 1,280 words (series number 3) is the basic
target of the leading sentence extraction process.
[0172] Then, for all topic boundary candidate section data B(j)[p] of a series number j, the leading sentence extractor
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27 sets the output position of a topic boundary indicating symbol at the start position of a boundary sentence located at
the front in each topic boundary candidate section, that is, the boundary sentence of the largest topic passage (step
S104). Based on this information, leading sentences will be separated and outputted for each topic passage when the
output unit 28 generates a summary.
[0173] The leading sentence extractor 27 continues to perform the process of extracting a leading sentence from B(j)
series, as long as j≤je.
[0174] First, the leading sentence extractor 27 judges whether j is je or less (step S105), and if j is more than je, the
leading sentence extraction process is terminated.
[0175] If j is je or less, the leading sentence extractor 27 designates B(j) as a leading sentence extraction series and
calculates a series number corresponding to the largest topics passage whose topic boundary candidate section datum
is related to each topic boundary candidate section datum B(j)[p]. Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 sorts this B
(j)[p] data in ascending order of the obtained series number (step S106). Thus, the data number p of B(j) [p] are rearranged
in the sorting order.
[0176] Such an operation is not essential, but is performed in order to extract a leading sentence from larger topics
with higher priority. Thus, if a leading sentence extraction process is stopped due to the restriction on the output amount
of a summary in step S109, a leading sentence for a larger topic can be used by the summary.
[0177] Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 assigns 0 to p (step S107) and compares p with |B(j)| (step S108). If
p≤|B(j)|, the leading sentence extractor 27 performs the processes in steps S109 and after. If p exceeds |B(j)|, the leading
sentence extractor 27 assigns j=j+1 (step S112) and repeats the processes in steps S105 and after.
[0178] Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 checks whether there is room to extract a sentence under the restriction
of Sa and St (step S109). If there is no room to extract, the leading sentence extraction process is terminated. If there
is room to extract, the leading sentence extractor 27 extracts a boundary sentence, a topic introductory sentence and
the foremost boundary sentence of the boundary sentences contained in the topic boundary candidate section of B(j)
[p] to be processed as sentences to be extracted (step S110).
[0179] Then, the leading sentence extractor 27 assignes the next piece of data to a process target by assigning p=p+1
(step S111), and repeats the processes in steps S108 and after.
[0180] Since a topic passage of a small cohesion degree often has no detailed information as in a part where only
supplementary items are listed, there is a case that skipping sentence extraction from those parts causes a preferable
effect to make the resulting summary more concise. The following reformation of the leading sentence extraction pro-
cedure is an example of appropriate ways for such purpose. First, prior to the step S110, the leading sentence ex tractor
27 calculates the cohesion degree of the topic passage that follows the surrent target datum B(j)[p], then skips step
S110 if obtained cohesion degree is smaller than a specific reference value.
[0181] Fig. 27 is a flowchart showing the cohesion degree calculation process performed in such a case. The leading
sentence extractor 27 first receives a topic section to be processed b and the window width of the topic section w (step
S121) and compares the size of the topic section b with w (step S122).
[0182] If the size of the topic section b is larger than w, the leading sentence extractor 27 calculates the maximum
cohesion degree in a section remaining after removing parts of w/2 on both ends from the topic section b, records the
value as a central cohesion degree (step S123) and terminates the process. If the size of the topic section b is w or less
than w, the leading sentence extractor 27 stores the cohesion degree in the center position of the topic section b as a
central cohesion degree (step S124) and the process is terminated. The central cohesion degree obtained in this way
is compared with the reference value and it is judged whether the extraction of a leading sentence is skipped.
[0183] Fig. 28 is a flowchart showing a summary generation process by the output unit 28. The output unit 28 first
designates the leading sentences extracted by the leading sentence extractor 27 as s[i] (1≤i≤ie) and sorts the leading
sentences in the appearance position order in an input document 11 (step S131). Then, the output unit 28 designates
the output positions of topic boundary indicating symbols set by the leading sentence extractor 27 as b[j] (1≤j≤je) and
sorts the output positions in the same way (step S132).
[0184] Then, the output unit 28 assigns 1 to both the control variables i and j to assign the first items of both the leading
sentences and topic boundary output positions to a process target (step S133). Then, the output unit 28 continues to
perform the output process of leading sentences as long as i≤ie.
[0185] In this process, the output unit 28 first compares i with ie (step S134) and if i>ie, the process is terminated. If
isie, the output unit 28 compares the location data LOC of (b[j]) of the topic boundary output position b[j] with the location
data LOC(s[i]) of the leading sentence s[i] to be outputted (step S135).
[0186] If the leading sentence s[i] is located after the topic boundary output position b[j], the output unit 28 outputs a
topic boundary indicating symbol (step S136), assigns j=j+1 (step S137) and repeats the processes in steps S135 and
after. A topic boundary indicating symbol is a symbol used to separate a topic of an approariate grading, which is
determined to be extracted by the leading sentence extractor 27, and, for example, is a blank line, etc.
[0187] If the leading sentence s[i] is located before the topic boundary output position b[j], the output unit 28 outputs
the leading sentence s[i] (step S138), assigns the next leading sentence to an output target by assigning i=i+1 (step
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S139), and repeats the processes in steps S134 and after.
[0188] Figs. 29, 30 and 31 show a summary generated by such a process. This summary has a length of 1,449
characters (the ratio of the number of characters to those in the input document is 1.5%), is divided into eleven parts by
ten blank lines (topic boundary indicating symbols) and is outputted. This summary result shows that an appropriate
amount of topics of an appropriate grading is taken into a summary according to parameters with which the leading
sentence extractor 27 is provided.
[0189] In the parts separated by a blank line in this summary generation, most of the relations between sentences are
clear. In addition, the content of a sentence often relates to the introduction of a research content, etc., and is easy to
understand. However, there is a part with an in appropriate mixture of topics, such as "4.3.3

" contained in a part beginning with "(4) ", shown in Fig. 30, although the
number of such parts is smaller.
[0190] However, on the whole, the summary generation result shown in Figs. 29, 30 and 31 indicates that according
to the present invention, even a long document can be summarized as intended. The fact that an appropriate heading
is often extracted at the beginning of each part separated by a blank line indicates that according to the present invention,
appropriate topic boundaries can be detected even without referring to a logical structure of a document.
[0191] By utilizing the fact that an appropriate heading is often extracted at the beginning of each part separated by
a blank line, the topic structure in a summary can be more heavily emphasized and more clearly presented. For example,
the break of a topic can be more heavily emphasized and more clearly presented by handling a sentence immediately
after a blank line as a heading, outputting the sentence as an independent line and indenting subsequent sentences.
[0192] Fig. 32 shows an example of emphasizing a topic passage in a summary by such a method. This summary
generation result is obtained by emphasizing and outputting a heading located immediately after a topic boundary
indicating symbol (blank line) after modifying the length parameter of an entire summary (preferable size of a summary
Sa) to 500 characters and extracting leading sentences.
[0193] The summary shown in Fig. 32 includes the headings of sections 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4, but does not include the
heading of section 4.2. In such a case, the reader of the summary may bother about what is written in section 4.2. Such
a mental load of the reader can be reduced by removing or reforming an order specifying label of a heading as shown
in Fig. 35.
[0194] For example, if the order label is removed from the heading, first the heading is outputted, the order label is

processed into a form like "(4. )", meaning "see section 4", and attached to the heading as supplementary infor-
mation (corresponding point indicating expression) for indicating a correspondence with an original document, a summary

as shown in Fig. 33 can be generated. In Fig. 33, "(4. )", "(4.3 )" and "(4.4 )" are attached to the
respective headings as corresponding point indicating symbols.
[0195] Fig. 34 is a flowchart showing such a leading sentence output process. This process is performed in step S138
shown in Fig. 28 instead of an ordinary output process. The output unit 28 first judges whether the position of a leading
sentence to be outputted s[i] is immediately after a topic boundary indicating symbol (step S141). If the position is
immediately after the topic boundary indicating symbol, the output unit 28 judges whether s[i] is a heading with an order
label (step S142).
[0196] If s[i] is a heading with an order label, the output unit 28 removes the order label from the heading (step S143)
and generates a corresponding point indicating expression using the order label (step S144). Then, the output unit 28
outputs both the heading and corresponding point indicating expression (step S145) and the process is terminated.
[0197] If in step S141 the position of s[i] is not immediately after the topic boundary indicating symbol and if in step
S142 s[i] is not a heading with an order label, the output unit 28 outputs s[i] as usual (step S146) and the process is
terminated.
[0198] In the summary generation process described above, in addition to a blank line, arbitrary indication information,
such as a ruled line, etc., can be used as a topic boundary indicating symbol, and an order label can include arbitrary
order information, such as a chapter number, alphabet, etc., in addition to a section number. For the corresponding point

indicating expression, an arbitrary expression can be used in addition to "(4. )".
[0199] In the summary generation process described above, a topic in a resulting summary is divided and outputted
using only one hierachical level of topic boundaries (boundary data of B(1) series in Fig. 33). However, if a plurality of
hierarchical levels of topic boundaries are used together, both major and minor topics can be separated and outputted
in a resulting summary.

[0200] For example, a part beginning with "  (4.3 )" includes the respec-

tive boundary sentences "(1) " and "(4) " of the boundary data B(2)[2] and B(2)[3] of B
(2) series. If the boundary sentences are handled as headings and outputted in the same procedure, a summarization
result as shown in Fig. 35 is obtained.
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[0201] A case where a draft specification for a U.S. patent application (23,000 words) is used for an English input
document is described next. In this example, the following process and parameters are adopted.

(1) Word detection method: a method of using a stop word list
(2) Window widths for cohesion degree calculation:

Maximum window width w1 = 6,556 (words)
Minimum window width wmin = 104 (words)
Interval width tic = 13 (words)(average number of words per sentence in the input document)

(3) Extraction amount in leading sentence extraction:

Preferable size of summary Sa: Approximately 1,000 characters
Preferable extraction amount of each topic St: Approximately 300 characters

[0202] Since it is not appropriate to attach the entire document for reference, a list of headings in the input document
is shown in Fig. 36. In Fig. 36, expressions inside () are the abbreviations of headings attached for clarification, and they
are not contained in the input document.
[0203] Fig. 37 shows the beginning part of the input document, and Fig. 38 shows the result of the tokenization process
of the part. In Fig. 38, parts bracketed by [] correspond to detected words. A word with a capital letter for only the first
character of the word is replaced with a word with all small letters inside [].
[0204] In this example, words are extracted using a space and a piece of punctuation, such as ",", ".", ":", ";", etc., as
a clue, and out of those, words included in a stop word list shown in Fig. 39 are removed. A stop word list is a list in
which words that are not desired to be extracted as keywords, such as articles, prepositions, etc., are defined in advance.
[0205] Fig. 40 shows the topic structure detection result by the topic structure detector 25. In Fig. 40, (Bg), <1>, etc.,
which are described near a section boundary, represent the abbreviations of the headings shown in Fig. 36.
[0206] Fig. 41 shows the detection example of a leading sentence in the vicinity of the start position of the heading of
<2> in the input document (somewhere short of the 6,000th word on the horizontal axis shown in Fig. 40). In Fig. 41, a
sentence between the first sentence (located at the 5,522nd word) and the last sentence (located at the 5,571st word)
is a candidate for a leading sentence, and at least a part of these sentences overlaps a topic boundary candidate section
(in this example, the 41-word width section of [5,545, 5,585]).
[0207] In a sentence marked with <BOUNDARY> (located at the 5,564th word), the difference between a forward
relation degree (the value of a column "immediately after") and a backward relation degree (the value of a column
"immediately before"), that is, a forward relative relation degree (the value of a column "immediately after" minus "im-
mediately before") is positive (0.089) and the increment after a forward relative relation degree immediately before the
present one (-0.026) is the maximum (0.115). Therefore, this sentence is detected as a boundary sentence.
[0208] In a sentence marked with <INTRODUCTORY> (located at the 5,567th word), the forward relation degree is
the maximum (0.051) among sentences after the boundary sentence (in this example, two sentences). Therefore, this
sentence is detected as a topic introductory sentence.
[0209] Fig. 42 shows a summary generated by grouping the extracted leading sentences by four major topics corre-
sponding to B(1) shown in Fig. 40. This summary has a length of 914 characters (the ratio of the number of characters
to those in the input document is 0.7%), and is divided into four parts. In this example, the leading sentence of each
topic is outputted as a heading. If sentences which terminate without a period continue in the beginning of each topic,
all such sentences are handled as headings and are outputted.
[0210] In the preferred embodiments described above, a summarization processes is described using both Japanese
and English documents as examples. However, in addition to these documents, the present invention can apply to a
document of an arbitrary language and an arbitrary form, and a similar result can be obtained.
[0211] An input document is not necessarily limited to a digitized electronic document, and, for example, a document
printed on a medium of paper, etc., can also be used. In this case, by reading document images using an opto-electronic
converter, such as an image scanner, etc., and recognizing the characters, document data in which a tokenization is
available can be generated.
[0212] According to the present invention, for a long document of several tens of pages, the hierarchical structure of
topics including topic passages ranging from approximately 1/2 to 1/4 of the entire document size to an approximate
size of a paragraph (several tens of words to 100 words) can be detected. By utilizing this hierarchical structure, a
summary with a concise summary, containing sentences which directly indicate the topic, can be generated. By utilizing
the hierarchical structure of topics, a summary can be divided into several topics of an appropriate grading and be
outputted.
[0213] Accordingly, even a long document, a summary the content of which is easy to understand can be generated,
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and even a long summary can be presented in a form that is easy to read.

Claims

1. A text summarization apparatus (12), comprising:

structure detection means (1, 25) for detecting a hierarchical structure of topics in a given document wherein
the structure detection means is configured to detect a topic boundary candidate section by using a lexical
cohesion degree calculated from a lexical similarity of a vocabulary appearing in a window at each position in
the given document and to detect the hierarchical structure of topics based on topic boundary candidate sections
detected with a plurality of windows with different window widths, the lexical similarity being measured based
on a comparison of an appearance frequency of a word between two windows of the given document;
leading sentence extraction means (2, 27) for replacing a first topic boundary candidate section with a second
topic boundary candidate section which is related to the first topic boundary candidate section if the second
topic boundary candidate section is smaller than the first topic boundary candidate section, calculating a differ-
ence between a forward relation degree and a backward relation degree for each sentence in the second topic
boundary candidate section as a forward relative relation degree, the forward relation degree indicating a relation
degree between a sentence and a topic passage immediately after a topic boundary and the backward relation
degree indicating a relation degree between the sentence and a topic passage immediately before the topic
boundary, extracting a boundary sentence from sentences located in the second topic boundary candidate
section, where a forward relative relation degree of the boundary sentence is positive and an increment of the
forward relative relation degree over a forward relative relation degree of a previous sentence is maximum,
detecting sentences beginning with the boundary sentence as an introductory part, extracting a leading sentence
with a maximum forward relative relation degree; and
summary composition means (3, 28) for separating the extracted leading sentences for each topic and generating
a summary including the separated sentences.

2. A text summarization apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said summary composition means separates the
leading sentences for each topic of an appropriate size and outputs the separated sentences.

3. A text summarization apparatus according to claim 1 or 2, wherein said leading sentence extraction means determines
a size of a topic to be used by the summary according to an output amount of the summary.

4. A text summarization apparatus according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said summary composition means
removes order label information of a heading included by the leading sentence from the leading sentence and
outputs a leading sentence without the order label information.

5. A text summarization apparatus according to claim 4, wherein said summary composition means processes the
order label information and outputs the order label information as supplementary information for the leading sentence
without the order label information.

6. A computer-readable storage medium (46, 47, 49, 50) on which is recorded a program enabling a computer to
execute a process, said process comprising:

detecting a hierarchical structure of topics in a given document based on topic boundary candidate sections
detected with a plurality of windows with different window widths, wherein a topic boundary candidate section
is detected by using a lexical cohesion degree calculated from a lexical similarity of a vocabulary appearing in
a window at each position in the given document, the lexical similarity being measured based on a comparison
of an appearance frequency of a word between two windows of the given document;
replacing a first topic boundary candidate section with a second topic boundary candidate section which is
related to the first topic boundary candidate section if the second topic boundary candidate section is smaller
than the first topic boundary candidate section;
calculating a difference between a forward relation degree and a backward relation degree for each sentence
in the second topic boundary candidate section as a forward relative relation degree, the forward relation degree
indicating a relation degree between a sentence and a topic passage immediately after a topic boundary and
the backward relation degree indicating a relation degree between the sentence and a topic passage immediately
before the topic boundary, extracting a boundary sentence from sentences located in the second topic boundary
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candidate section, where a forward relative relation degree of the boundary sentence is positive and an increment
of the forward relative relation degree over a forward relative relation degree of a previous sentence is maximum,
detecting sentences beginning with the boundary sentence as an introductory part, extracting a leading sentence
with a maximum forward relative relation degree; and
separating the extracted leading sentences for each topic and generating a summary.

7. A text summarization method, comprising:

detecting a hierarchical structure of topics in a given document based on topic boundary candidate sections
detected with a plurality of windows with different window widths, wherein a topic boundary candidate section
is detected by using a lexical cohesion degree calculated from a lexical similarity of a vocabulary appearing in
a window at each position in the given document, the lexical similarity being measured based on a comparison
of an appearance frequency of a word between two windows of the given document;
replacing a first topic boundary candidate section with a second topic boundary candidate section which is
related to the first topic boundary candidate section if the second topic boundary candidate section is smaller
than the first topic boundary candidate section;
calculating a difference between a forward relation degree and a backward relation degree for each sentence
in the second topic boundary candidate section as a forward relative relation degree, the forward relation degree
indicating a relation degree between a sentence and a topic passage immediately after a topic boundary and
the backward relation degree indicating a relation degree between the sentence and a topic passage immediately
before the topic boundary, extracting a boundary sentence from sentences located in the second topic boundary
candidate section, where a forward relative relation degree of the boundary sentence is positive and an increment
of the forward relative relation degree over a forward relative relation degree of a previous sentence is maximum,
detecting sentences beginning with the boundary sentence as an introductory part, extracting a leading sentence
with a maximum forward relative relation degree; and
separating the extracted leading sentences for each topic and generating a summary.

Patentansprüche

1. Textzusammenfassungsvorrichtung (12), die Folgendes umfasst:

Strukturerkennungsmittel (1, 25) zum Erkennen einer hierarchischen Struktur von Themen in einem gegebenen
Dokument, wobei das Strukturerkennungsmittel konfiguriert ist, um einen Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt
unter Verwendung eines lexikalischen Kohäsionsgrads zu erkennen, der von einer lexikalischen Ähnlichkeit
eines Vokabulars berechnet wird, das in einem Fenster an jeder Position in dem gegebenen Dokument erscheint,
und die hierarchische Struktur von Themen auf der Grundlage von Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitten zu
erkennen, die mit mehreren Fenstern mit unterschiedlichen Fensterbreiten ermittelt werden, wobei die lexika-
lische Ähnlichkeit auf der Grundlage eines Vergleichs einer Häufigkeit des Auftretens eines Wortes zwischen
zwei Fenstern des gegebenen Dokuments gemessen wird;
Einführungssatz-Gewinnungsmittel (2, 27) zum Ersetzen eines ersten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitts
mit einem zweiten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt, der mit dem ersten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenab-
schnitt verwandt ist, wenn der zweite Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt kleiner ist als der erste Themen-
grenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt, Berechnen einer Differenz zwischen einem Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad und
einem Rückwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad für jeden Satz in dem zweiten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt als
ein relativer Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad, wobei der Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad einen Verwandtschafts-
grad zwischen einem Satz und einer Themenpassage unmittelbar nach einer Themengrenze angibt und der
Rückwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad einen Verwandtschaftsgrad zwischen dem Satz und einer Themenpassage
unmittelbar vor der Themengrenze angibt, Gewinnen eines Grenzsatzes von Sätzen, die sich in dem zweiten
Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt befinden, wo ein relativer Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad des Grenzsat-
zes positiv ist und eine Erhöhung des relativen Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrads über einen relativen Vorwärts-
verwandtschaftsgrad eines vorherigen Satzes maximal ist, Erkennen von Sätzen, die mit dem Grenzsatz als
Einleitungsteil beginnen, Gewinnen eines Einführungssatzes mit einem maximalen relativen Vorwärtsverwandt-
schaftsgrad; und
Zusammenfassungszusammensetzungsmittel (3, 28) zum Trennen der gewonnenen Einführungssätze für jedes
Thema und Erzeugen einer Zusammenfassung, die die getrennten Sätze enthält.

2. Textzusammenfassungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Zusammenfassungszusammensetzungsmittel die
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Einführungssätze für jedes Thema einer zweckmäßigen Größe trennt und die getrennten Sätze ausgibt.

3. Textzusammenfassungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Einführungssatz-Gewinnungsmittel eine
Größe eines Themas, die durch die Zusammenfassung zu verwenden ist, gemäß einer Ausgabemenge der Zusam-
menfassung bestimmt.

4. Textzusammenfassungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Zusammenfassungs-
zusammensetzungsmittel Reihenfolgenbezeichnungsinformationen einer Überschrift, die in dem Einführungssatz
enthalten sind, von dem Einführungssatz entfernt und einen Einführungssatz ohne die Reihenfolgenbezeichnungs-
informationen ausgibt.

5. Textzusammenfassungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Zusammenfassungszusammensetzungsmittel die
Reihenfolgenbezeichnungsinformationen verarbeitet und die Reihenfolgenbezeichnungsinformationen als zusätz-
liche Informationen für den Einführungssatz ohne die Reihenfolgenbezeichnungsinformationen ausgibt.

6. Maschinenlesbarer Datenträger (46, 47, 49, 50), auf dem ein Programm aufgezeichnet ist, das es einem Rechner
ermöglicht, ein Verfahren auszuführen, wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Erkennen einer hierarchischen Struktur von Themen in einem gegebenen Dokument auf der Grundlage von
Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitten, die mit mehreren Fenstern mit unterschiedlichen Fensterbreiten er-
kannt werden, wobei ein Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt unter Verwendung eines lexikalischen Kohäsi-
onsgrads erkannt wird, der von einer lexikalischen Ähnlichkeit eines Vokabulars berechnet wird, das in einem
Fenster an jeder Position in dem gegebenen Dokument erscheint, wobei die lexikalische Ähnlichkeit auf der
Grundlage eines Vergleichs einer Häufigkeit des Auftretens eines Wortes zwischen zwei Fenstern des gege-
benen Dokuments gemessen wird;
Ersetzen eines ersten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitts mit einem zweiten Themengrenzen-Kandidaten-
abschnitt, der mit dem ersten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt verwandt ist, wenn der zweite Themen-
grenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt kleiner ist als der erste Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt;
Berechnen einer Differenz zwischen einem Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad und einem Rückwärtsverwandt-
schaftsgrad für jeden Satz in dem zweiten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt als ein relativer Vorwärtsver-
wandtschaftsgrad, wobei der Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad einen Verwandtschaftsgrad zwischen einem Satz
und einer Themenpassage unmittelbar nach einer Themengrenze angibt und der Rückwärtsverwandtschafts-
grad einen Verwandtschaftsgrad zwischen dem Satz und einer Themenpassage unmittelbar vor der Themen-
grenze angibt, Gewinnen eines Grenzsatzes von Sätzen, die sich in dem zweiten Themengrenzen-Kandida-
tenabschnitt befinden, wo ein relativer Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad des Grenzsatzes positiv ist und eine Er-
höhung des relativen Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrads über einen relativen Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad eines
vorherigen Satzes maximal ist, Erkennen von Sätzen, die mit dem Grenzsatz als Einleitungsteil beginnen,
Gewinnen eines Einführungssatzes mit einem maximalen relativen Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad; und
Trennen des gewonnenen Einführungssatzes für jedes Thema und Erzeugen einer Zusammenfassung.

7. Textzusammenfassungsverfahren, das Folgendes umfasst:

Erkennen einer hierarchischen Struktur von Themen in einem gegebenen Dokument auf der Grundlage von
Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitten, die mit mehreren Fenstern mit unterschiedlichen Fensterbreiten er-
kannt werden, wobei ein Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt unter Verwendung eines lexikalischen Kohäsi-
onsgrads erkannt wird, der von einer lexikalischen Ähnlichkeit eines Vokabulars berechnet wird, das in einem
Fenster an jeder Position in dem gegebenen Dokument erscheint, wobei die lexikalische Ähnlichkeit auf der
Grundlage eines Vergleichs einer Häufigkeit des Auftretens eines Wortes zwischen zwei Fenstern des gege-
benen Dokuments gemessen wird;
Ersetzen eines ersten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitts mit einem zweiten Themengrenzen-Kandidaten-
abschnitt, der mit dem ersten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt verwandt ist, wenn der zweite Themen-
grenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt kleiner ist als der erste Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt;
Berechnen einer Differenz zwischen einem Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad und einem Rückwärtsverwandt-
schaftsgrad für jeden Satz in dem zweiten Themengrenzen-Kandidatenabschnitt als ein relativer Vorwärtsver-
wandtschaftsgrad, wobei der Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad einen Verwandtschaftsgrad zwischen einem Satz
und einer Themenpassage unmittelbar nach einer Themengrenze angibt und der Rückwärtsverwandtschafts-
grad einen Verwandtschaftsgrad zwischen dem Satz und einer Themenpassage unmittelbar vor der Themen-
grenze angibt, Gewinnen eines Grenzsatzes von Sätzen, die sich in dem zweiten Themengrenzen-Kandida-
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tenabschnitt befinden, wo ein relativer Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad des Grenzsatzes positiv ist und eine Er-
höhung des relativen Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrads über einen relativen Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad eines
vorherigen Satzes maximal ist, Erkennen von Sätzen, die mit dem Grenzsatz als Einleitungsteil beginnen,
Gewinnen eines Einführungssatzes mit einem maximalen relativen Vorwärtsverwandtschaftsgrad; und
Trennen des gewonnenen Einführungssatzes für jedes Thema und Erzeugen einer Zusammenfassung.

Revendications

1. Appareil de résumé de texte (12), comportant :

un moyen de détection de structure (1, 25) pour détecter une structure hiérarchique de sujets dans un document
donné dans lequel le moyen de détection de structure est configuré pour détecter une section candidate frontière
de sujet en utilisant un degré de cohésion lexicale calculé à partir d’une similarité lexicale de vocabulaire
apparaissant dans une fenêtre à chaque position dans le document donné et pour détecter la structure hiérar-
chique de sujets en fonction des sections candidates frontières de sujet détectées grâce à une pluralité de
fenêtres avec différentes largeurs de fenêtre, la similarité lexicale étant mesurée en fonction d’une comparaison
d’une fréquence d’apparition d’un mot entre deux fenêtres du document donné ;
un moyen d’extraction de phrases initiales (2, 27) pour remplacer une première section candidate frontière de
sujet par une seconde section candidate frontière de sujet qui est associée à la première section candidate
frontière de sujet si la seconde section candidate frontière de sujet est plus petite que la première section
candidate de sujet, calculer une différence entre un degré de relation antérieur et un degré de relation postérieur
pour chaque phrase dans la seconde section candidate frontière de sujet en tant que degré de relation relatif
antérieur, le degré de relation antérieur indiquant un degré de relation entre une phrase et un passage de sujet
immédiatement après une frontière de sujet et le degré de relation postérieur indiquant un degré de relation
entre la phrase et un passage de sujet immédiatement avant la frontière de sujet, extraire une phrase frontière
parmi les phrases situées dans la seconde section candidate frontière de sujet, lorsqu’un degré de relation
relatif antérieur de la phrase frontière est positif et un incrément du degré de relation relatif antérieur sur un
degré de relation relatif antérieur d’une phrase précédente est maximum, en détectant des phrases commençant
par la phrase frontière en tant que partie introductrice, extraire une phrase principale avec un degré de relation
relatif antérieur maximum ; et
un moyen de composition de résumé (3, 28) pour séparer les phrases principales extraites pour chaque sujet
et générer un résumé comprenant les phrases séparées.

2. Appareil de résumé de texte selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit moyen de composition de résumé sépare
les phrases principales pour chaque sujet d’une taille appropriée et délivre les phrases séparées.

3. Appareil de résumé de texte selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel ledit moyen d’extraction de phrases principales
détermine une taille d’un sujet à utiliser par le résumé conformément à une quantité délivrée de résumé.

4. Appareil de résumé de texte selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit moyen de
composition de résumé déplace une information d’étiquette d’ordre d’un en-tête inclus par la phrase principale de
la phrase principale et délivre une phrase principale sans l’information d’étiquette d’ordre.

5. Appareil de résumé de texte selon la revendication 4, dans lequel ledit moyen de composition de résumé traite
l’information d’étiquette d’ordre et délivre l’information d’étiquette d’ordre en tant qu’information supplémentaire pour
la phrase principale sans information d’étiquette d’ordre.

6. Support de stockage pouvant être lu par un ordinateur (46, 47, 49, 50) sur lequel est enregistré un programme
permettant à un ordinateur d’exécuter un processus, ledit processus comportant :

la détection d’une structure hiérarchique de sujets dans un document donné en fonction de sections candidates
frontières de sujet détectées grâce à une pluralité de fenêtres avec différentes largeurs de fenêtre, où une
section candidate frontière de sujet est détectée en utilisant un degré de cohésion lexicale calculé à partir d’une
similarité lexicale de vocabulaire apparaissant dans une fenêtre à chaque position dans le document donné,
la similarité lexicale étant mesurée en fonction d’une comparaison d’une fréquence d’apparition d’un mot entre
deux fenêtres du document donné ;
le remplacement d’une première section candidate frontière de sujet par une seconde section candidate frontière
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de sujet qui est associée à la première section candidate frontière de sujet si la seconde section candidate
frontière de sujet est plus petite que la première section candidate de sujet ;
le calcul d’une différence entre un degré de relation antérieur et un degré de relation postérieur pour chaque
phrase dans la seconde section candidate frontière de sujet en tant que degré de relation relatif antérieur, le
degré de relation antérieur indiquant un degré de relation entre une phrase et un passage de sujet immédiatement
après une frontière de sujet et le degré de relation postérieur indiquant un degré de relation entre la phrase et
un passage de sujet immédiatement avant la frontière de sujet, l’extraction d’une phrase frontière parmi les
phrases situées dans la seconde section candidate frontière de sujet, lorsqu’un degré de relation relatif antérieur
de la phrase frontière est positif et un incrément du degré de relation relatif antérieur sur un degré de relation
relatif antérieur d’une phrase précédente est maximum, la détection des phrases commençant par la phrase
frontière en tant que partie introductrice, l’extraction d’une phrase principale avec un degré de relation relatif
antérieur maximum ; et
la séparation des phrases principales extraites pour chaque sujet et la génération d’un résumé.

7. Procédé de résumé de texte, comportant :

la détection d’une structure hiérarchique de sujets dans un document donné en fonction de sections candidates
frontières de sujet détectées grâce à une pluralité de fenêtres avec différentes largeurs de fenêtre, où une
section candidate frontière de sujet est détectée en utilisant un degré de cohésion lexicale calculé à partir d’une
similarité lexicale de vocabulaire apparaissant dans une fenêtre à chaque position dans le document donné,
la similarité lexicale étant mesurée en fonction d’une comparaison d’une fréquence d’apparition d’un mot entre
deux fenêtres du document donné ;
le remplacement d’une première section candidate frontière de sujet par une seconde section candidate frontière
de sujet qui est associée à la première section candidate frontière de sujet si la seconde section candidate
frontière de sujet est plus petite que la première section candidate frontière de sujet ;
le calcul d’une différence entre un degré de relation antérieur et un degré de relation postérieur pour chaque
phrase dans la seconde section candidate frontière de sujet en tant que degré de relation relatif antérieur, le
degré de relation antérieur indiquant un degré de relation entre une phrase et un passage de sujet immédiatement
après une frontière de sujet et le degré de relation postérieur indiquant un degré de relation entre la phrase et
un passage de sujet immédiatement avant la frontière de sujet, en extrayant une phrase frontière parmi les
phrases situées dans la seconde section candidate frontière de sujet, lorsqu’un degré de relation relatif antérieur
de la phrase frontière est positif et un incrément du degré de relation relatif antérieur sur un degré de relation
relatif antérieur d’une phrase précédente est maximum, la détection des phrases commençant par la phrase
frontière en tant que partie introductrice, l’extraction d’une phrase principale avec un degré de relation relatif
antérieur maximum ; et
la séparation des phrases principales extraites pour chaque sujet et la génération d’un résumé.
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